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The Deutsche Mark (German: [ËˆdÉ”Ê•tÊƒÉ™ ËˆmaÉ•Ì¯k] (), "German mark"), abbreviated "DM" or "D-Mark"
(help Â· info), was the official currency of West Germany from 1948 until 1990 and later the unified Germany
from 1990 until 2002. It was first issued under Allied occupation in 1948 to replace the Reichsmark, and
served as the Federal Republic of Germany's official currency from its founding ...
Deutsche Mark - Wikipedia
This disambiguation page lists articles associated with the title Gog. If an internal link led you here, you may
wish to change the link to point directly to the intended article.
Gog - Wikipedia
The translations below need to be checked and inserted above into the appropriate translation tables,
removing any numbers. Numbers do not necessarily match those in definitions.
and - Wiktionary
(figuratively, informal) A group or list of related items up for consideration, especially in some kind of selection
process. When we were looking for a new housemate, we put the nice woman on the "maybe" pile, and the
annoying guy on the "no" pile.
pile - Wiktionary
abkhaz language, adygea language, aghul language, akhvakh language, andi language, avar language &
avar dialects, bagvalin (bagvalal) language, bats (batsbi) language, bezhta language,
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